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Model observability
 Built for scale

We empower data science, ML engineering, and 

operational teams with visibility and control to 

scale AI activities

We build end-to-end AI solutions for businesses; 

Specializing in LLMs, time series forecasting and 

search.

Your AI partners
 We simply help machines learn



To train or not to train LLM architectures

In our previous episodes…



To train or not to train your LLM?

Train/tune your own LLM

Train LLM Tune a foundational model

Parameter efficient tuningFull tune Few shot prompt tuning

Selective tuningAdditive tuning Parameterization methods



RAG



To train or not to train LLM architectures

Considerations in
fine-tuning or not

RAG
is not enough

Where does this lead us…

Prompt engineering



Agenda

Our use case

Considerations in prompt selection

Overlooked basics

Breakthroughs in promoting techniques

Let’s see some code

Bug driven development for LLMs



Our business use case for today



Examples

● What would you want to ask the ChatBot?

○ What flights exist from Madrid to Paris on the 10th October 2023?

○ Can you reschedule my flight?

○ Can I take my dog with me on the flight?

● What can go wrong?

○ Hallucinations: flights retrieved may not exist or may not respect the requirements.

○ Agents may not be able to complete complex tasks.

○ Low consistency of answers / uncertain answers being portrayed as facts.



From “art” to discipline

   “Basic” methods to improving

● Quality and efficiency

● Consistency

● Completeness

   Essential prompt considerations 

● Task

● Use case

Essential model considerations

● Model constraints

● Modality

● Explainability-performance tradeoff

Design & development

Evaluation & refinement



Prompt design & development
Considerations in use case and task



LLM prompt tasks: Five core use cases

Executive reasoning 
systems driving 
automated cognitive 
work.

Agent ecosystem (AGI)

Virtual assistants blending 
NLI and automation.

Complex tasks with high 
external system 
complexity.

Copilot

LLM-enabled actions and 
end-to-end processes.

Repetitive tasks with low 
external system 
complexity.

Workflow automation 
(RPA)

Knowledge base retrieval 
engines.

Extension-enabled tooling 
and real-time QA.

Natural language interface

Traditional NLP and NLT 
downstream tasks.

Model-only chat-style 
messaging.

Data transformation tool

Least complex Most complex

“Summarize the flight 
information for my 
upcoming flight”

“Show me my personal 
travel history over the last 
6 months”

“Book the next available 
non-stop flight to 
Nashville arriving between 
10am and 2pm, and send 
me an email confirmation”

“Design a personalized 
travel dashboard based on 
my preferred amenities, 
travel history, and budget 
constraints”

Deliver schedule-based 
travel itineraries through 
automated end-to-end 
booking management 
(airfare, housing, rentals)

[https://colinharman.substack.com/p/the-5-use-cases-for-enterprise-llms]

https://colinharman.substack.com/p/the-5-use-cases-for-enterprise-llms


Prompt selection & matching

Prompt templates Prompt chaining
Prompt chain 

pipelines
Multi-Agent

Systems (MAS)Agent

Airfare 
agent

Schedule 
agent

Itinerary 
agent

Hotel, ground 
travel, & 

activities agent

User input

Single prompt

Response

User input

Data subset
selection prompt

SQL generation 
prompt

Interpretation prompt

Response

User input

Processing chain

Booking API call

Summarization 
prompt

Email API call

User input

Travel 
history QA 

chain

Available 
flight PC 
pipeline

Budget & 
preference 
QA chain

Code 
generation 

chain

Dashboard



LLM provider & model selection

High
Task complexity, 

customization, and 
scalability

Low
Task complexity, 

customization, and 
scalability

High
Latency and performance

& human intervention

Low
Latency and performance

& human intervention

Prompt templates

Prompt chaining

Prompt chain 
pipelines

Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS)

Agent



LLM provider & model selection

LLM System

Text Image Video Audio Code

Text Image Video Audio

I

Code

O

Multi-modal I/O compatibility



LLM provider & model selection

[https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.04988]

● HVI, a comparative spectrum that allows us to evaluate 
and rank LLMs based on their vulnerability to producing 
hallucinations.

● Large encoder models rapidly enable multi-modality but 
likely at the expense of more noise than smaller encoder 
models with only text and image options.



Prompt evaluation & refinement
Model tendencies, biases, and rules for success



● Recency and positional bias
○ Tendency to repeat the label at the prompt’s bookends (first and last elements).

● Majority label bias
○ Tendency to select majority class label if label distribution is unbalanced.

● Common token bias
○ Tendency to favor frequently used tokens in generated content.

● Hallucinations, caused by:
○ Model overconfidence (bias-variance tradeoff).
○ Outdated or unavailable information.
○ Insufficient reasoning methodology (chain-of-thought, tree-of-thoughts, etc.)

● Waluigi effect: Malicious prompting to achieve a kind of “anti-persona” is easier once the targeted persona is introduced.

Response quality: Harmful tendencies



● Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG)
○ Adding context to LLM's by integrating retrieval systems.
○ Retrieval systems provide short but informative context to LLMs.

Response quality: Mitigating bias and poor performance

Retrieval system(User) Query

LLM system Result

● Directional stimulus prompting 
○ Pass in “hints”: sparse key concepts extracted by a tiny “policy” LM to roadmap more robust responses.
○ Especially helpful for context-rich downstream generation tasks.

● Few-shot prompting
○ Principle #1: Poorly constructed shots over no shots.
○ Principle #2: Evenly distributed shots over shot “clusters.”
○ Principle #3: Exhaustive, representative shot population over “focused” cases.

Summarize the following flight information in 2 sentences: {flight_info_json}
Hint: 10-17-23, Southwest, Minneapolis, Nashville, First Class, Blattner Technologies

Full prompt 
template

Policy LM 
context



Response quality: Self-consistency
Improve the consistency of an existing LLM system without altering its architecture

Chain-of-thought 
prompting

Self-consistency
Sample a diverse set of reasoning paths Marginalize out reasoning 

paths to aggregate final 
answers

Prompt

“I'm flying from 
BNA to ATL.

If I need to land 
by 1PM local 
time, by what 

time should my 
flight leave?”

You are a calculator. 
Take the 
computational 
process step by step.

Q: I have a flight from MSP 
to MIA departing at 9AM 
local time. What’s my 
expected arrival time?

A: Start with the expected 
flight time: 3 hours and 30 
minutes. Add the flight time 
to the departure time: 9AM + 
3 hours + 30 minutes = 
12:30PM. Account for any 
time zone changes: 12:30PM 
+ 1 hour = 1:30PM.
…

LLM

LLM

If you need to land by 1 PM, you should 
consider the following: 1:00 PM (desired 
arrival time) - 1 hour (flight time) = 12:00 PM. 
… So: 12:00 PM - 30 minutes = 11:30 AM

The answer is 11:30AM

The answer is 11:00AM

The flight from Nashville (BNA) to Atlanta 
(ATL) typically takes around 1 hour [...] you 
would need to depart from Nashville no later 
than 11 AM CST to account for the 1-hour 
flight time.

To answer this question, we need to 
consider two main factors: the flight duration 
and the time difference between the two 
locations [...] you should aim to take off from 
Nashville at least 1 hour before, so around 
12PM local time.

1. Flight Duration: The average flight duration 
from BNA to ATL is approximately 1 hour […] 
aim for a flight that leaves around 11AM 
local time from BNA to ensure you land in 
ATL by 1PM.



General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

#1

Modular, not monolithic 
prompt templates

✔ Scalable ✔ Reusable ✔ Versatile

Classifier LLM

Human support

Passenger resources 
agent

Flight information 
agent

Flight bookings 
agent



#2

Shot quality over shot 
quantity…but some is 
always better than none

Even poorly constructed few-shot training mitigates unnecessary assumptions 
made by an untrained LLM:

General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

✔

✘



#3

Shot context over 
schema context

General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

✔

✘



#4

Positive instruction over 
negative enforcement

General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

✔

✘



General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

#5

Friendly prompting, not 
excessive flattery in 
persona declarations

“You have an IQ of 50,000 and are the best virtual 
assistant on the market today. Given your wealth of 
knowledge on industry trends and passenger 
experience optimization…”

“...airline travel assistance with expertise in 
passenger support [...] based on what you know 
about the airports, times, and carriers specified in 
the trip”

✔

✘



General principles 
for quality LLM 
outputs

#6

Coherent, distinctive 
personality, capabilities, 
and scope all included in 
prompt contextualization

Persona introduction

Capability articulation

Definition of scope

Placeholder for multi-shot

Output specification 
with “opt-out”



Response suitability:
Steering with system vs. user messaging

      

✔

✔

��



Response completeness: LLM-generated diverse data
Generating synthetic data for information retrieval (RAG) tasks:

In the generate step,
two choices for a RAG system:

1. Fully automated RAG optimization: 

● First LLM: Generate hypothetical positive pairs of sample user requests and isolated, relevant document “chunks.”

● Second LLM: A suitability evaluator on the query-document execution, i.e. “How well did the response answer 
your question?”

2. Manual annotation for few-shot prompt components:

● First LLM: Random sampling across manually annotated components to ensure embedding positivity



Response completeness: LLM-generated shots

Approval

Thresholding

N = Targeted

A = Approved

For instance:

Carriers
Delta
United
Southwest
American
[…]

DEP / ARR
LAX
ORD
LGA
ATL
[…]

Seat Class
Basic Economy
Economy
Main Cabin
Comfort
[…]

Car Rental
AVIS
Budget
Enterprise
Hertz
[…] [...]

[...]

Set Batch Size = N-A Diverse Shot Generation LLM Human-in-the-Loop

Suitability Evaluation LLM

Discard

Discard

Shot Set (+A)

“Compose a trip itinerary for a 
{random.choice(carriers)} Airlines flight from 
{dep_arr_choices[0]} to {dep_arr_choices[1]} in the 
{random.choice(seat_classes)} class, with a rental 
car provided by {random.choice(car_services)} upon 
my arrival [...]”



From “art” to discipline

   “Basic” methods to improving

● Quality and efficiency

● Consistency

● Completeness

   Essential prompt considerations 

● Task

● Use case

Essential model considerations

● Model constraints

● Modality

● Explainability-performance tradeoff

Design & development

Evaluation & refinement ● Interpretability & explainability

● Test-Driven Development 
(TDD)

● Confidence thresholding

● Reinforcement Learning 
through Human Feedback 
(RLHF)

Prompt optimization



Prompting techniques

● Reasoning

● Question-Answering

● Summarization

● Validation

Chains

● ReAct

● ReWOO

● Tree of Thoughts

Agents



Where should prompt 
engineering be applied 
when developing
LLM apps?



Prompt chains



● Basically chaining is data pipelines.

● Adds the ability to maintain continuity and context.

● For more complex but naturally sequential workflows.

What are chains?



Techniques for
controlling outputs



Controlling outputs techniques

Zero shot
Ask for a result and get an answer

● Can be greatly improved through fine-tuning
● Very simple technique

Few shot
Give examples of correct outputs

● Usually performs much better
● Especially necessary for getting structured 

LLM outputs (ex.: JSON, SQL)



Introducing
complex logic



Q: I purchased my ticket for $200, but I was charged an extra 15% 

due to some insurance.

I want a refund on the insurance part.

Introducing complex logic

Basic prompt

I will proceed to request the refund of $15 … 

(This is wrong)

CoT

A: Let’s think step by step

The ticket was $200. The customer was charged an extra 15%. 
15% of $200 is 30. I will proceed to request a refund of $30 …

(This is right)



● Model explains intermediate steps

● "Explaining is thinking"

● This explanation results in better alignment and overall improved performance

● Use cases: 

○ Arithmetic reasoning

○ Commonsense reasoning

○ Question answering

Chain of Thought (CoT)



Increasing quality
of results through
prompt engineering



Generated knowledge prompting

● Extract knowledge about what's being asked from the LLM itself.

● Incorporate extracted knowledge into the context.

● Gets improved results relative to baseline and comparable to RAG in non specific tasks.

Question: I want a 2 hours maximum flight from New York to Portugal.

Knowledge: A direct flight from Portugal to New York would typically take around 7 to 8 hours,
depending on various factors like wind speed, route, and aircraft type.

Explain and Answer: Achieving a 2-hour maximum flight time for this particular route is currently not
possible with existing commercial aviation technology. Your request cannot be fulfilled.



● Used to create short, information dense summaries.

● Iteratively introduce new entities into the summary.

● Generates increasingly dense summaries.

Chain of Density



Chain of Density This ticket discusses the various aspects of a specific flight service provided by 

TransAtlantic Airways. It gives an overview of Flight TA 2901, which is scheduled to 

take off from JFK International Airport in New York, USA. The piece aims to inform 

travelers about a range of topics related to their journey, offering insights into what 

one might expect when flying with this airline on this particular route. It serves as a 

comprehensive guide to make the travel experience smoother and more predictable 

for passengers.

The article details TransAtlantic Airways' Flight TA 2901, departing from JFK 

International Airport in New York to Lisbon Airport in Portugal on November 5, 

2023, at 8:00 PM (EST). It covers essential aspects from departure to arrival, offering 

passengers a comprehensive understanding of their travel itinerary, what to expect in 

terms of in-flight services, and other considerations to ensure a smooth journey.

TransAtlantic Airways' Flight TA 2901 will depart JFK International Airport, New 

York, on November 5, 2023, at 8:00 PM (EST), arriving at Lisbon Airport, Portugal, 

on November 6 at 8:00 AM (WET). The article outlines the baggage allowance of one 

checked bag up to 50 lbs, a carry-on, and a personal item. It comprehensively 

describes travel logistics, in-flight services, and essentials for a seamless journey.

[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.04269.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.04269.pdf


Reducing hallucinations 
and unintended behaviour



● Creates a plan to verify the information before answering.

● Verifies according to plan (can use RAG and external tools).

● Very useful as a validation layer for high-stake environments.

Chain of Verification (CoVe)



Chain of 
Verification (CoVe)

I want a flight from Madrid to Paris on the 20th October

Query

Here are some flights that meet your demands:
● Flight 1
● Flight 2

Baseline response

● When is Flight 1 scheduled?
● Flight 1 is from where to where?
● When is Flight 2 scheduled?
● Flight 2 is from where to where?

Plan verifications

● 10th October
● It is from Paris to Madrid
● 20th October
● It is from Madrid to Paris

Execute verifications

Here is a flight which meets your demands:
● Flight 2

Final verified response
[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.11495.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.11495.pdf


● Several methods to represent the confidence of a model in its answer.

● Uncertainty is the number of unique answers divided by all the answers.

● Token likelihood is the likelihood of an LLM output calculated by the probability of all tokens.

Confidence



Active prompting



Forward Looking Active 
Retrieval (FLARE)

Generate a summary about airport security items and rules.

Input

At most airports, passengers are not allowed to bring liquids 
exceeding 500ml.

Step 1

All luggage, including carry-ons, is subject to infrared scans.

Step 2

Only suspicious passengers will be checked.

Step 3

In many airports, passengers cannot carry liquids above 100ml.

Every bag, both checked and hand-carried, undergoes x-ray 
inspection.

All passengers might undergo extra random inspections.

✔ Retrieve docs
   based on query

✔ Check low    
   confidence info 

✔ Usable with 
   RAG

[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.06983.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.06983.pdf


Agents



● Agents do not follow a predetermined sequence of events. 

● Agents can maintain a high level of autonomy.

● Agents have access to a set of tools.

● Very useful for solving complex and dynamic issues.

Agents: What are they?



Tree of Thought

● The evaluation at each node can be done in several ways: LLM, reward, rule-based.

● The path followed can be based on: DFS, BFS, A*, RL, ect.

Can I take my dog on the flight?

What is his breed?
Evaluation: (Medium value)

What is his weight
Evaluation: (High value)

What is his color
Evaluation: (Irrelevant)

User:20 kg

… … …



Tree of Thought

As the complexity of problems grew, tree representations of the problems was considered a good technique 

to search the best path for success.

[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.10601.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.10601.pdf


Auto AI?



ReAct
I want to reschedule my flight from Madrid to Paris from the 10th 
October to the 12th

Query

Thought 1: I need to search for any flights on the 12th October

from Madrid to Paris

Act 1: Search[Flight - Madrid->Paris - 12/09/2023]

Obs 1: One flight with code FL1234 is leaving at 10AM

Thought 2: I need to check if the flight has availability

Act 2: Search[FL1234 - Availability]

Obs 2: FL1234 has no seats left

Thought 3: No flight is available from Madrid to Paris on the 12th. So 

rescheduling is not possible to that date. Need to check similar dates 

for availability.

Act 3: Search[Flight - Madrid->Paris - 11/09/2023]

Obs3: […][https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.03629.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.03629.pdf


ReAct

● Support for more complex flows; The AI 
decides for itself what should be the next 
prompt and when should it return an answer 
to the user.

● Leverages more transparency and 
trustworthiness by clearly stating its 
thoughts, actions, and observations.



Reducing costs and 
increasing resilience



ReWOO

● Decoupling reasoning from observations (unlike ReAct).

● Tends to be more resilient to single tool failures causing a rabbit hole of hallucinations.

● Doesn't have the same ability to react to the environment as ReAct.



ReWOO I want to reschedule my flight from Madrid to Paris from the 10th 
October to the 12th

Query

Plan 1:  I need to search for any flights on 

the 12th October from Madrid to Paris

E1: Search[Flight - Madrid->Paris - 

12/09/2023]

Plan 2: I need to check if the flight has 

availability

E2: Search[Availability on E1]

Plan 3: Check if price of flight is similar.

E3: Search[Price of available seat E2 on 

flight E1]

Planner

E1: One flight with 

code FL1234 is 

leaving at 10AM

E2: FL1234 has no 

seats left

E3: No seat was 

indicated, could 

not search price

Worker

<Aggregates all Plans and Evidence>

Solver

Answer: No flight is available from Madrid to Paris on the 12th.
So rescheduling is not possible to that date.

[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.18323.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.18323.pdf


Reducing hallucinations
in agents



Reflexion I want to reschedule my flight from Madrid to Paris from the 10th 
October to the 12th.

Task

[...]
Action: Check flights on the 12th October from Paris to Madrid.
Obs: No existing flights [...]
Action: Change user to new flight.
Obs: Nothing happens [...]

Trajectory

Hallucination

Evaluation (LLM)

I searched for flights from Paris to Madrid but the user wanted 
the opposite.

Reflection

Action: Check flights on the 12th October from Madrid to Paris
Obs: Flight F1234 leaves at 10AM
[...]

Next trajectory

[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.11366.pdf]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.11366.pdf


Reflexion

● Basic self-reflection -> Asking are you 

sure (gaslighting LLMs)?

● Actor can be incorporated with other 

prompt techniques.

● May intensify hallucinations by doubling 

down on misinformation.



How to use and test these 
techniques in practice



Meet LLM Studio

https://www.loom.com/share/e45848c79a6a4790b442d148249ef834


Where do 
you go
from here

Repo ⭐ :
https://github.com/TensorOpsAI/LLMstudio

Contribute: 
https://github.com/TensorOpsAI/LLMstudi
o/blob/main/CONTRIBUTING.md

https://github.com/TensorOpsAI/LLMstudio
https://github.com/TensorOpsAI/LLMstudio/blob/main/CONTRIBUTING.md
https://github.com/TensorOpsAI/LLMstudio/blob/main/CONTRIBUTING.md


[https://ml-ops.org/content/crisp-ml]

Traditional ML lifecycle



[https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/pro
mpt-flow/overview-what-is-prompt-flow?view=azureml-api-2]

LLM lifecycle



Bug Driven Development (BDD)



Bug Driven Development (BDD)

Embraces 4 LLM ground truths:

● Output is unpredictable and ambiguous.

● Tasks quickly grow complex as we scale.

● Reduced risk translates to more user confidence.

● Continuous improvement and performance measurement ensures market relevance.

Core idea is to find bugs fast. They are inevitable so a framework which allows for a quick 

finding and resolution of these bugs should adopted.



What did we
talk about

LLMs are limited

Architectures to utilize for real use cases

○ RAG

○ Orchestration

○ Monitoring

○ Agents

Experimentation is key
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